Cardiovascular disease is the first cause of death around the world. In accomplishing quick and accurate diagnosis, automatic electrocardiogram (ECG) analysis algorithm plays an important role, whose first step is QRS detection. The threshold algorithm of QRS complex detection is known for its high-speed computation and minimized memory storage. In this mobile era, threshold algorithm can be easily transported into portable, wearable, and wireless ECG systems. However, the detection rate of the threshold algorithm still calls for improvement. An improved adaptive threshold algorithm for QRS detection is reported in this paper. The main steps of this algorithm are preprocessing, peak finding, and adaptive threshold QRS detecting. The detection rate is 99.41%, the sensitivity (Se) is 99.72%, and the specificity (Sp) is 99.69% on the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database. A comparison is also made with two other algorithms, to prove our superiority. The suspicious abnormal area is shown at the end of the algorithm and RR-Lorenz plot drawn for doctors and cardiologists to use as aid for diagnosis.
Introduction
Cardiovascular disease has been the largest threat to human life for decades, and millions of people died due to delayed treatment. Today, doctors and cardiologists diagnose cardiovascular disease mainly through electrocardiogram (ECG), precise ones of which are available. Nevertheless, with the rapid increase of data, how to achieve better automatic ECG analysis has become the key point. As the most significant information of ECG, QRS complex needs to be identified more precisely for better automatic ECG analysis.
In 1947, American physicist, Dr. Norman J. Holter, invented a continuous bioelectric recording technique. Since then, the dynamic ECG playback system (Ambulatory ECG) and Holter system have been created.
Holter system can record the long-term ECG information, and with the aid of computers, the automatic ECG analysis and diagnosis are made available.
QRS complex detection is the first and the most important step of ECG analysis. After the detection of QRS complex and the ECG analysis that follows, the cardiologists can diagnose cardiovascular disease.
QRS complex detection algorithm has been studied for decades, two major methods of study being hardware and software methods classified by the way of realization, of which hardware methods are, according to literature, far less flexible and convenient, so that software methods are under more discussion.
There have been various kinds of software methods, such as method based on mathematical model, method based on pattern recognition, method based on image recognition, method based on the wavelet transform, and method based on the neural network.
Engelse and Zeelenberg [1] suggested a filter algorithm based on filtration and amplifying of thresholds, which introduced the idea of noise detection, and Ligtenberg and Kunt [2] improved the denoising effect by using the FIR band-pass filter and low-pass differential phase to filter the signal. In 1985, Pan and Tompkins [3] suggested a simple but practical dual threshold detection algorithm and accomplished real-time detection, which made it the most classic paper.
After that, Trahanias et al. [4] suggested a method based on mathematical morphology whose application was limited because it required high pretreatment, followed by Ruha et al.'s [5] practical matching filter, which was a 15-40 Hz band-pass filter, to detect QRS wave for better signal-noise ratio. However, the method of pattern recognition is rarely used in practical applications due to noise sensitiveness. In recent years, the method based on wavelet transform raised public interest for its good time-frequency localization. And it performs well in detection. Li and Zheng [6] applied the wavelet transform to the detection of QRS complex, and Martínez et al. [7] also used the wavelet transform method for the R wave positioning and QRS region detecting. They both performed well in denoising and reached a high detection rate. Nevertheless, it was not suitable when it comes to portable ECG system because of its huge computational complexity. After that, with the popularization of machine learning and large data, the neural network algorithm once again comes into the public view. Xue et al. [8] suggested the neural network-based adaptive matching filter method, and Saini et al. [9] used KNN algorithm for QRS detection and achieved a high accuracy in 2013. But due to the large amount of computation and large occupation of space, it was not widely accepted.
The method of threshold detection has been widely used in dynamic QRS detection because of its clear thoughts, high speed, and small occupation of RAM. Most of them can be realized in real-time detection, and for portable, wearable, and wireless ECG systems, it is a very suitable algorithm but the accuracy of detection still needs further improvement [10] .
Therefore, an improved adaptive threshold algorithm is introduced in this paper for higher accuracy, which is the main point of our work. The detection rate of this algorithm is enhanced while its speed is still fast. The last but not the least, it can also show the suspicious abnormal area and draw the RR-Lorenz plot at the end of the algorithm, which can aid the doctors and cardiologists to diagnose.
Overview of Algorithm
A schematic representation of intermediate steps for adaptive threshold algorithm implementation is drawn in Figure 1 . In general, the overall detection process can be divided into four stages: (1) preprocessing, (2) peak finding, (3) adaptive threshold QRS detecting, and (4) displaying of abnormal area and drawing of RR-Lorenz plot. The tasks of QRS detection is performed and described as follows.
The principle of the threshold algorithm for QRS detection is that the QRS complex is the most characteristic band in ECG and has a high slope and apparent wave crest. Then, after concentrating this information, using a threshold to detect QRS complex becomes feasible. However, in the actual process, the first problem is that the ECG data collected from Holter device is noisy, which interferes with the detection a lot. There are three main types of noises: frequency interference, baseline drift, and EMG noise. Therefore, a preprocessing step for the data is necessary in order to remove the noise while focusing and amplifying the signals needed.
Preprocessing is basic and indispensable for this algorithm. Most noises mentioned above can be filtered out by using a band-pass filter because the main energy of QRS is in the range of 5-15 Hz. Then, the data is differentiated to figure out the highlight of the slope. However, the T wave also has a slope. To divide T and QRS waves, the feature is amplified by squaring and then this information is collected by window integration. After that, preprocessing step is completed.
The signals are integrated after the preprocessing step so that the detection is simplified, and here comes the crucial step: finding peaks. In this algorithm, peaks are regarded as the candidates of the QRS complex. When peaks are found, the nearby samples are checked to select the largest signal.
After finding all the candidates, the improved adaptive threshold algorithm is used to detect QRS complex. Firstly, an initial threshold is set, using the maximum signal of the first part of the sample. The threshold will adjust automatically according to the value of the candidate peaks in the process of detection, and there is a buffer to record the RR interval, which is used for the adaptive threshold. Because the heartbeat is continuous for a living person, when the algorithm does not find a QRS complex for a long time, it will adjust greatly.
When the detection is completed, it will display the suspicious risky arrhythmia location and draw the RRLorenz diagram to aid doctors and cardiologists to diagnose and give advice.
In this paper, we propose an improved adaptive threshold algorithm. In the algorithm, we put forward a peakfinding step for candidate selecting. Instead of using a barely local max as a candidate, a special method is applied. This step helps to find candidates of QRS waves more precisely and contributes a lot to QRS detection. And the threshold method is thus improved, which can adjust adaptively in the process of candidate selection. However, the threshold adjusts massively if it is thought to be in special conditions. The average of RR interval is also improved and is combined with time interval for condition judgment. Lastly, it will display the suspicious risky arrhythmia location and draw the RR-Lorenz diagram to aid doctors and cardiologists to diagnose and give advice.
Methodology
In this section, the proposed algorithm for the detection of QRS complex is described. 3.1. Preprocessing. Firstly, in order to attenuate noise, the signal passes through a digital band-pass filter composed of cascaded high-pass and low-pass filters. The desirable passband is in the range of 5-12 Hz. The following process is differentiation. The squaring process intensifies the slope of the frequency response curve of the derivative. The moving window integrator produces a signal that includes information of the slope and the width of the QRS complex [3] . Figure 2 shows the process of preprocessing. After preprocessing, the desired energy is concentrated and amplified.
The following paragraphs describe the detail realizations and the principles of the steps of preprocessing. 
Its delay is 6 sampling points.
High-Pass Filter. The difference equation is
The delay is 15 sampling points. 
Here is a very critical step. When the preprocessing is completed, the following step is to determine the possible peaks as the candidates of the QRS complex.
Read the input and record the most recent encountered maximum value. When the current value dropped to half of the last max value, it records the maximum value of a peak; if it does not find a peak in 300 record points, a local max value is selected. Finally, the peaks are checked and the largest value would be remained if the peak distance is less than 80 sampling points (222 ms). Figure 3 shows the peaks that the algorithm detects, the red lines show their positions, and these peaks are the candidates of the QRS complex's position.
Threshold Detection.
Firstly, initialize the threshold. The max of the first sampling point is to be found. It defines two kinds of peaks: signal peak and noise peak. where INPUT is the signal after preprocessing, M_VAL is the max of the first 300 sampling point, SPK is the estimate of the signal peak, NPK is the noise peak, and THRESHOLD is the applied threshold. Then the peaks, which are the candidates of QRS complex, are traversed. If a peak value is larger than the threshold, we mark it as a QRS complex, and then the SPK value is refreshed. Otherwise, we judge it as a noise peak and the NPK value is refreshed.
At the same time, the latest ten QRS complex is stored in a buffer and then the average RR interval of them is calculated. The RR interval is used to judge the state of the patient, because when the RR interval turns to be too large or too tight, it suggests that adjustment to the strategy is needed in time.
AVE RR =
RR n−9 + RR n−8 + ⋯ + RR n 10 7
If a QRS complex is not found in a long time, the threshold adjusts immediately because the heart rate is continuous. If it does not find a peak in 400 sampling points (1111 ms) or 1.5 times RR interval, it reduces the SPK value by half:
And then it refreshes the THRESHOLD and looks back from the last detected QRS complex. After traversing all the peaks, this step is finished. Figure 4 shows the detected QRS complex and the variation of the threshold after each detected peak. If the peak value is larger than the threshold, it is marked as a QRS complex and otherwise as a noise peak. And the threshold is automatically adjusted. Figure 5 shows that in the region of unstable heart rate, the threshold reduces sharply and finally finds the QRS complex.
Report Abnormal Region.
When the algorithm does not find a QRS complex in 1000 ms, the RR interval is thought to be too large. It means the function of the heart may be suffering [11] . So, the region is displayed for the doctor or cardiologist to diagnose. Figures 6 and 7 show examples of displaying of suspicious abnormal region. The green line points to the region. The upper image shows the integration and thresh that algorithm detects to aid the doctor to analyze, and the lower one shows the original signal and the nearby QRS complex it detects.
3.5. RR-Lorenz Plot. After detection, the RR-Lorenz plot is drawn. It is the most used method in clinical practice. It reflects the variation of RR interval. The RR-Lorenz plot aids the doctor to diagnose [12] .
X-axle is the present RR interval; Y-axle is the next RR interval. Figure 8 is record number 100 of the MIT-BIH, and Figure 9 is record number 108, in which we can find that the RR-Lorenz plot reflects the condition of the heart in a global view. The relatively normal record number 100 is much neater than record number 108.
Evaluation
The database used for algorithm detection is the classic MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database, which is the most commonly used QRS wave detection library. This library contains 48 half- hour records, a total of twenty-four hours of ECG data [13] . Each data is made up of two paths, the sampling frequency is 360 Hz, and two cardiologists have annotated all the beats, which contains more than 109,000 beats.
This algorithm used the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database to evaluate this QRS detection algorithm. It uses MATLAB (R2015b) as the software in OS X EI Capitan of Macbook Pro. The CPU is 2.7 GHz Intel Core i5 with 8 G 1876 MHz DDR3 RAM.
Here, detection is said to be true positive (TP) and if the algorithm fails to identify QRS complex, it is called false negative (FN) . If the algorithm detects non-QRS complex as QRS complex, it is thought to be false positive (FP). The 24 h MIT-BIH database concludes more than 1-109000 beats; Table 1 shows the detection rate of the algorithm for MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database.
As Table 1 shows, for the actual 109966 beats, it successfully found 109653 beats. It has 337 FP and 313 FN. The detection rate is 99.41%, with Se = 99.72% and Sp = 99.69%.
Also, a comparison is made with two other real-time algorithms. And our algorithm performs well in detection rate, specificity, and sensitivity. The data is shown in Table 2 .
In comparison, we compare our algorithm with two real-time algorithms. We first apply with the well-known Tompkins algorithm [3] . After preprocessing, it uses a dual-threshold method for QRS detection. But this algorithm does not perform well in record 108 with tall P waves and record 222 with baseline drift while our algorithm works better, especially in dealing with baseline drift. Chen et al. [14] used wavelet denoising for decision making. However, it failed to detect PVC's, for example, in record 208, but our algorithm detects most of them. Yet our algorithm does not perform very well with large number of supraventricular ectopic beats in record 232.
Conclusion
In this paper, QRS complex detection algorithm based on improved adaptive threshold method is proposed and Intergration and threshold validated with the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database. Furthermore, the possibility of detecting QRS position of normal and abnormal QRS complex with influence of many artifacts is studied. In this work, we devoted to improved adaptive threshold algorithm. We also displayed the abnormal area and draw the RR-Lorenz plot for the doctor or the cardiologist to aid their diagnosis. The performance of the proposed algorithm gives the detection rate of 99.41%, sensitivity of 99.72%, and specificity of 99.69% on MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database. The algorithm is performing better in detecting beats with tall P waves and PVCs in comparison with traditional algorithm, which improved the specificity and the overall detection rate. With the advantages of threshold method's high-speed and small space occupation, this algorithm can be easily transplanted to portable, wearable, battery-operated, and wireless ECG systems.
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